
 

 

Bruce Lee Fans around the World Celebrate the Launch of Bruceleemovies.info, a 

Comprehensive Website Offering Reliable Information on Bruce Lee Movies, 

Career, and Life.  

 

Finding authentic information on Bruce Lee movies online has just got easier with the 

launch of Bruceleemovies.info. This website is rapidly gaining popularity amongst the 

web crawlers looking to find out detailed information on the greatest martial art exponent 

of all time.   

 

Bruceleemovies.info, a recently introduced website, is quickly emerging as the top online 

resource to find out detailed information pertaining to Bruce Lee movies. This excellent 

website discloses several unknown secrets relating to the life and career of the legendary 

martial artist. It may be recalled that Bruce Lee passed away at the age of 33, after 

stunning the world with his exemplary prowess in martial arts. Surprisingly, not too much 

reliable information about Bruce and his movies is available on the web. 

Bruceleemovies.info is owned and managed by Internet Marketing Services, a well 

known online marketing company operating out of Ontario.   

 

Bruceleemovies.info informs that as many as 20 Bruce Lee movies had released by the 

time he was 18. However, his appearance in all these movies was in supporting roles. His 

first major appearance was during the year 1969, as a henchman in Marlowe. His first 

film in a lead role was The Big Boss. This film was released in 1971 and made Bruce an 

iconic figure overnight. Other box office success stories in his brief career include Fist of 

Fury, Way of the Dragon, and Enter the Dragon. Interestingly, he was the director, writer, 

fight choreographer, and actor for Way of the Dragon. 

 

A complete list of all Bruce Lee movies is also available in Bruceleemovies.info. In 

addition to his movies, this website provides an insightful journey covering the life, work, 

and untimely death of Bruce Lee. Official sources have reveled that new information 

would be included soon for the visitors. Bruce Lee fans across the world have already 

welcomed the launch of this website with great enthusiasm." This website is an amazing 

resource for anyone willing to know more about the legend. I thought I knew everything 

about Bruce Lee, but I was wrong. Thanks a lot!" says Robert, a promising martial art 

student from Texas.  

 

About the Company: Bruceleemovies.info is a just launched website made specifically 

for the fans of legendary martial artist Bruce Lee. The website provides a detailed 

discussion on all his life, career, and movies. 

 

Contact: 

Mike Bashi 

Website: www.bruceleemovies.info 
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